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Abstract
A simulation model is described for lower hybrid (LH) current drive, ramp
up, heating, and sawtooth stabilization. The model incorporates a one-dimensional
radial transport code, parallel velocity Fokker Planck calculation, and a toroidal ray
tracing code. The Fokker Planck calculation includes the effects of the DC electric
field, a perpendicular temperature due to pitch-angle scattering, and a loss term
for fast electrons. The radial transport of fast electrons is described by a model
diffusion equation. The toroidal ray tracing includes the effects of multiple radial
reflections of the LH ray trajectories. For steady LH current drive it is found that
the RF current generation is accurately predicted by a fast electron confinement
time of the the form 7 = 3, with r6 = 3 msec in the density range of
3 x 10 19 m-3 < fi, < 7 x 1019 m- 3 [where ± distinguishes electrons moving parallel
(antiparallel) to the current drive direction]. Also in this range, the theoretically
predicted wave absorption and experimentally measured electron temperatures and
stored energy were found to be consistent with an electron thermal diffusivity whose
magnitude is independent of n,. For LH ramp up, a significant increase in the
negative RF current generation was found as ft, was lowered from 3 x 1019 m- 3 to 1 x
1019 m-3. This increase was due to the combined effects of the negative DC electric
field and the presence of RF power in the anti-current drive direction. In order to
reproduce the experimentally measured values of ramp up efficiencies, the negative
RF current enhancement was minimized by reducing 76~- from 3 msec to 0.5 msec as
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*ft was lowered from 3 x 1019 m- 3 to 1 x 1019 m-3 , with r - (3 -4) msec. For LH
heating at densities fi, c 1.4 x 1020 m- 3, the experimental values of stored energy
were found to be consistent with an electron thermal diffusivity whose magnitude
is about 40% higher than that required in current driven discharges. Also for LH
heating, the power lost due to collisional damping of the LH ray trajectories at the
plasma periphery was found to be significant due to higher edge densities. Studies
of LHRF sawtooth stabilization experiments with RF current drive indicated the
possibility of creating stable profiles of the safety factor (q) via the generation of
positive RF current near the q = 1 surface, thus producing a current "pedestal".
I. Introduction
In recent years lower hybrid waves have been successfully utilized for electron
and ion plasma heating, to sustain and ramp toroidal plasma current, and to sta-
bilize sawteeth in tokamaks.[l - 8] In order to understand the underlying physics
of these experiments, to make detailed comparisons between theory and experi-
ment, and to extrapolate these results to the reactor regime, a considerable effort
has been devoted to the development of simulation models for lower hybrid current
drive (LHCD) and lower hybrid heating (LHH) [9 - 12]. Here we describe one such
model[9 - 11] and its application to LHCD, LHH, and LH ramp up experiments in
the Alcator C tokamak.[4, 7,8,13 - 16] This simulation model incorporates a 1 - D
radial transport code, a 1 - D (parallel velocity) Fokker-Planck calculation, and a
toroidal ray tracing calculation. An evolution equation is solved for the poloidal
flux function O(r, t) in conjunction with evolution equations for n,, ni, T,, and Ti
which are respectively the electron density, ion density, electron temperature, and
ion temperature of the thermal plasma. The spatial loss of suprathermal electrons
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generated by the LHRF is described by a model diffusion equation and the confine-
ment of the electron tail is described by a phenomenological loss term in the Fokker
Planck analysis. The Fokker Planck calculation also includes the effects of the par-
allel DC electric field and an arbitrary perpendicular (velocity) temperature due
to pitch angle scattering. The toroidal ray tracing utilizes a Shafranov equilibrium
and allows for multiple radial reflections of the rays near the plasma edge.l10]
In order to infer transport coefficients for thermal and suprathermal electrons,
the wave absorption and driven RF current are calculated by combining a Fokker-
Planck and a toroidal ray tracing analysis.[10] The confinement time of the electron
tail is is fixed in this part of the calculation by the requirement that the driven
RF current match that of the experiment for the same injected RF power (Pi").
The wave absorption and RF current generation are then coupled to the transport
analysis where the electron thermal diffusivity of the thermal plasma is adjusted so
as to match the experimentally measured values of the central electron temperature
and the stored energy.
One major finding of the numerical modelling is that the electron energy con-
finement properties of discharges maintained purely by lower hybrid driven current
in Alcator C [4,13 - 15] can be well-described by an electron thermal diffusivity
whose magnitude is independent of electron density and an electron tail confinement
time of the form [17] -rL = ry3, where r. (: re, -y is the relativistic factor and r, is
the electron energy confinement time of the thermal plasma. The discharges studied
were in the range 3 x 10-m 3  . 5 1 x 10 2 0 m-3 , 0.3MW < PiK < 1.0 MW, and
Ip : 140 kA. Here ft, is the line average electron density,. Pi, is the injected LHRF
power, and I, is the toroidal plasma current. RF power lost due to finite electron
tail confinement (PL) was found to be significant at lower densities (in particular
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at i, = 3 x 1019 m- 3 , PL ~ 0.3 x Pi,) but was found to be less important at higher
densities (in particular at ft, = 7 x 10 19 m-3 , PL ~ 0.15 x Pi,). A constant value of
r, = 3 msec was found to reproduce the correct RF current generation in this range
of parameters (i. e. I,-~ 140 kA, where I,.q is the radially integrated RF current).
An important result from the modelling of LH ramp up experiments in Alcator
C was the enhancement in negative RF current generation which occurred as ie
was lowered from 3 x 1019 m- 3 to 1 x 1019 m- 3 . This enhancement was due to
the combined effects of a negative DC electric field and the presence of RF waves
at vil < 0 in the injected power spectrum. Here v11 is the velocity parallel to the
applied magnetic field and vil > 0 is taken to be the direction of the initial ohmic
electric field drift of electrons. In order to reproduce the experimentally observed
ramp up efficiencies, the increase in negative RF current at lower ft, was minimized
by introducing separate confinement times -r = -Y for the tail electrons at
V1 > 0 (plus sign) and v11 < 0 (minus sign). r6 -) was then decreased from 3 msec
to 0.5 msec as ft, was reduced from 3 x 10 19 m- 3 to 1 x 1019 m-3, with ) fixed
at (3 - 4) msec.
The simulation of high power (Pi, Z 1MW) electron Landau heating exper-
iments in Alcator C [7,8] at ft, > 1 x 10 2 0 m-3 , and BO > 5.5 T indicated the
importance of collisional damping of the LH waves in determining the overall power
balance and heating. It was found that up to 30% of the injected RF power could
be absorbed nonresonantly due to electron-ion Coulomb collisions at the plasma
periphery. The confinement of -suprathermal electrons was not an important issue
at these higher electron densities since the slowing down time (,r,) of fast electrons
was much shorter than a typical tail confinement time (-r,).
The simulation of RF sawtooth stabilization experiments in Alcator C [7] has
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revealed the possibility of a novel stabilization mechanism. At Pi, Z 0.5 MW,
le 1.1 x 10 2 0 m 3 , and B0 ~ 6.2 T, it has been found that the generation of
RF current at r ~ r1 [where q(r) is the safety factor and q(ri) = 1] can result
in a "flattening" of the q(r) profile near r, so that [dq(r)/dr],, ~ 0 and q(O) _<1 1.
Recent predictions obtained using a fully toroidal and resistive MHD code indicate
that such- q(r) profiles can be stable to the m = 1 mode.[18] The radially inte-
grated RF current (I,f) necessary to produce these profiles is found to be a small
fraction of the total plasma current (I) with I,f /I, ~ 0.1 - 0.2. This is to be
contrasted with the LHRF stabilization experiments carried out at lower density
on the ASDEX tokamak where the stabilization mechanism was reported to be a
raising of q(r) above unity everywhere in the plasma. [6] However, at higher RF pow-
ers 0.6 ' Pi,(MW) < 1, code simulations of Alcator C indicate the more probable
stabilization mechanism to be q(r) > 1 for 0 < r < a.
The plan of this paper is as follows. The confinement models used for the ther-
mal plasma transport are given in Sec. II. Section III is an outline of the evolution
equation used for the poloidal flux function, describing the modifications to Ohm's
Law due to the presence of a suprathermal RF current and the voltage boundary
condition imposed at the plasma edge. Section IV is a review of the steady state
Fokker analysis and contains a derivation of the spatial diffusion equation used for
the suprathermal electron current. The wave propagation and absorption calcula-
tions are briefly reviewed in Sec. V and numerical results from the simulation model
are presented in Sec. VI. Finally the conclusions are given in Sec. VII.
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II. Thermal Plasma Transport Analysis
The 1 - D radial transport code used in this model is essentially that described
in Ref. [19]. The evolution equations for T, and T are (in simplified form)
8 18 aT
nT, - MeXe ' + Sd(r) - Sei(r) + Soh(r) -Sm(r), (la)r ar or
19 18 49 09
nT - r rnixi-- + Sei(r), (1b)
where X,(Xi) are the electron (ion) thermal diffusivities, Sei is the power density
due to electron-ion collisional exchange, and Sad is a radiative loss. Sd(r) is an
electron heating source due to the collisional slowing down of LHRF produced fast
electrons during current drive and heating. Soh(r) is an ohmic heating source given
by J1 Ell where Jl1 is the total current density (parallel to the magnetic field) and El
is the DC electric field given by the Ohm's Law relation discussed in Sec. III. Note
that for steady-state LHCD SAh(r) ~ 0 since Ell (r) ~ 0. For simplicity the electron
and ion densities are taken to be prescribed functions of time and position so that
an,(r,t)/at = 0 and anj/(r,t)/8t = 0. Although this assumption is certainly not
necessary, it is an excellent approximation for LHCD and LHH.
The electron and ion thermal diffusivities are given by
X i~ = xi4I~) (2a)
Xe(r) = M~xTjANG(r), (2b)
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where XH is the neoclassical form due to Hinton and Hazeltine. [20] The multiplier
M is determined by matching to the observed central ion temperature of the ohmic
plasma. Typically Mi ~.. 3 - 6 and M is assumed to be unchanged during RF
injection. xTANG is derived from a microinstability-based model for anomalous
electron thermal confinement [21] in conjunction with a "profile-consistent" form
for J11 [22, 23] and is given by,
_C1.6 x i aB0 3  ef aTANG c A Z F5 )X, (r) n.(r) RI-9 q6 F(r), (3a)
F(r) = exp[ 2(qa + 0.5)(r/a)2 ] - exp_- (q. + 0.5)(r/a)2 ], (36)33
with ne(10 2 0 m-3), B,(T), a(m), R,(m), X.(cm 2/sec), q. = q(r = a), q(r) = rB6/[R.Bo(r)]
is the safety factor, and C. is a scaling constant. For ohmic discharges we take
M, = 1. CA ~ 0.2 was found to be an excellent fit to the ohmic electron temper-
atures observed in Alcator C at 1 x 10 19 m-3 I f < 1 x 10 2 0 m- 3 and qa Z 6. At
higher density (Fte > 1 x 10 2 0 m-3 ) and q, < 6, C1, c: 0.5 was found to yield excel-
lent agreement between the ohmic simulation results and the experimental electron
temperatures. During RF injection M, > 1 was adjusted so as to obtain agreement
with the experimentally observed central electron temperatures. It is thus possi-
ble to infer the magnitude of the electron thermal diffusivity which is consistent
with both the experimentally observed electron temperatures and the theoretically
predicted wave propagation and absorption.
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III. Poloidal Field Evolution
The evolution equation for 0(r, t) is derived by starting with Maxwell's equa-
tions:
(9 '9
5Be(r, t) = Eg (r, t), (4a)
1 8
- - rB (r, t) = J (r, t). (4b)rr
Using Be(r, t) = 84(r, t)/or in Eq. (4a) and integrating over r yields
49k(r, t) = Ell(r, t) + K(t). (5)
The constant of integration K(t) is determined by using a voltage boundary condi-
tion at r = a,
dV11(a, t) = -Lz Tt IP(a, t) + VOH(t) + VEF (t), (6)
where V11(a,t) = 27rRoEli(a,t),L,.t = pR,[ln(8R./a) - 2], VoH(t) is the voltage
induced at the plasma edge due to changing current in the primary circuit of the
ohmic heating (OH) transformer, and VEF(t) is the voltage induced at the plasma
edge due to current changes in the coils of the vertical equilibrium field circuit. K(t)
can be evaluated using Eqs.(4b),(5) and (6)
9 a Lext8 -91
K~~t)_ =-i)at)+T [VOH(t) +VEF(t)]. 7
~b ~ AOt + 7 t ar a 27rR 0
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The appropriate Ohm's Law is constructed by recalling that
JiI(r, t) = JOH(t) + jf (r, t),
JOH(r, t) = El (r, t)/7 (r, t),
where Jf is the "diffused" suprathermal RF current calculated from a model dif-
fusion equation described in Sec. IV. Combining the above expressions yields
Ell (r, t) = 71 (r, t)[J (r, t) - Jf (r, t)]. (8)
The evolution equation for 0(r,t) is finally obtained by combining Eqs. (4b),
(5), (7), and (8):
&ff\ [ii 8 891 8
-- r--(r,t)-,(r,t)- [VOH (t) VEF(t)]+ f(t),
B rt)? III r r or 21r R, +t
(9a)
f(t) = 0(a, t)+ T e (9b)
R" g, \ r a,
Equation (9a) is solved in conjunction with Eqs. (1) subject to the radial boundary
conditions 97P/ar = 0 at r = 0 and f(t) = 0 at r = a.
VOH is set to zero during steady state LHCD and ramp up since the primary
circuit of the OH transformer is opened in these experiments. The contribution to
K(t) from VEF(t) should be small during steady state LHCD and LHH since I, and
Oe do not vary in time after an initial transient phase. However, VEF(t) can play
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an important role in reproducing the correct initial time behavior of Ip(a, t) during
LH ramp up. For Alcator C, VEF(t) will be given by [16]
d
VEF(t) = -M, F JIEF, (10a)
IEF (A) = 1 x 104Bv(T), (lob)





where ,3e(a) is the total poloidal beta including the thermal plasma plus the electron
tail, 1i is the internal inductance, and M1,EF = 150,uH for Alcator C. Even if the
kinetic (thermal electron and ion) part of #38(a) does not change during RF injection,
there still can be a significant contribution to VEF(t) during the initial phase of LH
ramp up due to a rapid increase in the electron tail pressure as the quasilinear
plateau is populated in the electron distribution function.[24
IV. Fokker-Planck Analysis
A. Steady-state Solution
The starting point for the Fokker-Planck analysis is an equation of the form
f, = D,f (r, p ) fe + C(fe) - eEjj + 5 &rXef + FrS(pli), (11)ife 7-Drf Pgf 8Pjj a5f
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where f, = f,(pi ,pl ), p-i(p1) is the component of momentum perpendicular (par-
allel) to the applied magnetic field, plj = -ymvl, Ell is the DC electric field, D,.f
is the quasilinear RF diffusion coefficient [25], Xe is a diffusion coefficient for fast
electrons, I, is a source of particles at low pII, and C(f,) is the Landau limit of the
Balescu-Lenard collision operator.[26, 27] Equation (11) is next reduced to a form
which can be solved numerically at each radial grid point of the plasma and at
each time step of the transport calculation. The procedure for doing this has been
outlined in Ref. [10] and will be briefly reviewed here. It is assumed that the time
scale on which f, changes is fast compared to a transport time scale (,r,) so that
f9f, /t = 0. The spatial diffusion term can be replaced by a phenomenological loss
term of the form[17]
TL =a d7, (12)
where -r,, cc r,, n > 3, and y is the relativistic factor. Equation (12) is based
roughly on the experimental measurements of runaway electron confinement times
in PLT[171 and expresses the fact that suprathermal electrons will be better con-
fined than thermal electrons. Equation (11) can be integrated over perpendicular
momenta by assuming that f, is a Maxwellian function in pi with an effective
momentum spread of (2m,T±)1,
F,(p1 )fe (PPi) = 2 exp (-pI/2meTw), (13a)f! (j-'ll) 2,rm,Tj_
where me is the electron rest mass and T± is an effective'temperature due to pitch-
angle scattering. F,(pll) is a function of parallel momentum only and is normalized
so that
11
L dpi dpj f. (p-L,Pf) = 1. (13b)
For 2TL < mec 2 , y is approximated to be
2 2
wherep2(-L. Applying ) 2
where r f ~ 2mTi fe dpi to Eq. (11) and using Eqs. (12) and
(13) yields
0 =5- D, (r, pF)-* + C (F,, Tj, pg , r) - eEli -- - F/rL (pa) + I',s (p1) . (14)
11 ap1  P1
The collision operator C is a rather complicated function given in Ref [10], and
it may be expressed in terms of error functions. In the limit of T1 = T, and
-y -- 1, 5(F,) reduces to [24]
- 2+ Z< 8p 1' 1 28'2 (F,) = 2 - p F e + 1 P2 --- F,e, (15)
2 -0,pl p3 2 'pl
where Zi is the ionic charge state, p, = meve, ve = (2Te/me)1/2, Wo = wlnA/(27rnv ),
and wpe = (ne2/Eome)1/2.
A prescription for the perpendicular electron temperature was given in Ref. [10]
and is based on the two-dimensional (pL,pi) Fokker-Planck solutions reported in
Refs. [24,28,29]. The formulation used for T_ can be summarized for vj1 > 0 by
Ti(keV) = T., 0 < v11 < v1 ,
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T±(keV) = aiT., Vi 5 VII < V2.
Here v, and v2 refer, respectively to the minimum and maximum values of par-
allel phase velocity for which D, >> v(vI)v2/2, where v(vij) = vz(V,/VI) 3 . The
maximum value of czj for LHCD and LH ramp up is taken to be 50 and for LHH
ai = 20. A similar formulation applies for vjj < 0.
B. Moment Calculation
Once F, is known at each radial grid point of the plasma, the RF current
density Jf, the RF power density Sf that results from quasilinear electron Landau
damping, the power density Sd that results from the collisional slowing down of fast
tail electrons on thermal plasma electrons, the power density SL that results from
electron tail losses, and the energy density ET stored in the electron tail can be
calculated from
J,.f(r) = dpil(neevjj)F,(pjj), (16a)
S,. (r) = dpjjnemec2 (y - 1)---Df (p i)---F,, (16b)
Sd(r) = dp nmc 2 (y - 1)(F,), (16c)
SL (r) = j dplneme c2 (-y - 1) F ,(pj) (16d)
_ 0 'rL (pII)
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ET(r) = j dpfln,m.c 2 (7 - 1)F,(p 1 ). (16e)
A useful moment to be calculated for comparison with experiment is the elec-
tron tail beta which is defined following Ref. [30] to be
OOAI (a) B2p. 1 < Poo > + 1 (< P"r > + < P99>), (1a
~~TIL)=B2(a) 2 4P~ (17a)
p = nfm, Jd3p-YV&Vf., (17b)
where <> again denotes a volume average. The relativistic pressure tensor can be
evaluated using Eq. (13) to yield
T AI L 2IA. 0 1
,30 (a) = Kn, T dpj-YFe(p11)[(vi/v) 2 + T±/T'] (18a)
We note that for T1 = Te and y -* 1, iTAIL(a) = 2Po < ET(r) > /B2(a).
It is known from numerical solutions [24] of the time dependent, two-dimensional
(velocity) Fokker-Planck equation that a finite time is required for the plateau in
the electron distribution function to be populated. This turn-on time has been
estimated to be [24]
7-n = 5(V1/V.) 2 [(V2 - Vi)/Ve]1/2V-1,
where the numerical coefficient is different than that given in Ref. [24] because of
the different definition of ve. Again v, and v 2 define the limits in parallel velocity
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space for which Df is large. The time dependence of TAIL can then be taken to
be
(a, t) 39 (a){l - exp[-(t - t,.,)/,..]}, (18b)
where O3AIL (a) is given by Eq. (18a) and tf is the turn-on time of the RF power.
For values of V1, V2,fn, and T, typical of Alcator C, we have r,, :: (3 - 5) msec.
C. Model Diffusion Equation for RF Current
In lower density (f, <3 x 10 1 m 3 ) discharges in Alcator C, the slowing down
time of fast electrons (r,) can be long enough so that r, r,. Then the ear-
lier assumption of 9fe/ 8 t = 0 on a transport time scale may not be an accurate
approximation. A technique for treating the RF current density in this case was
outlined in Refs. (9] and {11]. The procedure followed is to first apply an RF current
density moment to Eqs. (11) and (14). The result is a diffusion equation of the form
a- 1 a -
5iJr = Sj(r) + ---rxf(r) - Jf - L/J rf, (19)
where Sj, X,f, and vj are calculated from the steady-state Fokker-Planck solution
[Eq. (14)]. jrf is a "diffused" RF current density, to be distinguished from J 1
given by Eq. (16a). Sj represents a source of RF current density, Xf describes
the spatial diffusion of RF current carriers, and vj gives the rate of momentum
destruction for this current density.
The source Sj can be calculated by taking the RF current density moment of
the quasilinear diffusion term in Eq. (14),
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SJ(r) = P2 nev dpjj -- Df (p)--, (20)
,, apil apil
where p, = p (v1), p 2 = P1 (V2 ), and a similar expression applies for pj < 0.
The current density destruction rate vj is formulated by comparing the term
-v'J,f to the RF current density moment of the collision plus electric field terms
in Eq. (14). The result is
Vj(r) = - 11 neevdpIl [(F) - eE- F,], (21)
where C, is a scaling constant of order unity and Jrf (r) is given by Eq. (16a). Again
a similar expression applies for pl < 0.
An expression for Xf(r) can be deduced by first comparing a spatial diffusion
term of the form I arXef "' with the RF current density moment over the loss
term in Eq. (14). The initial result is
Xef C fP2 Fe
- ne eg dp1 --A2 Jrf(r) ,
where C. is a scaling constant of order unity and the spatial diffusion term has
been approximated by taking 8/r - A-' with Jr.(r) - Jrf(0)exp(-r 2 /A2). The
characteristic width of the RF current profile can be related to that of the electron
temperature profile (A,) by assuming the profiles are approximately related by an
Ohm's Law with a Spitzer resistivity so that Jrf ~ J1 oc T 22. Then A2 = 3A2 / 2,
where T, = Te(0) exp(-r 2 /A ) has been assumed. Using this result yields
2 CXXe(r) jP2 ieevpIdp F, (22)Xe ~= 3 J, (r) f nedpy, 1
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where we have taken r oc r, and X. A~ /r, for the thermal electron diffusivity.
Again a similar analysis applies for p11 < 0.
The numerical procedure for obtaining the "diffused" RF current density J,.f
is to solve the model diffusion equation [Eq. (19)] in conjunction with the transport
equations (Eqs. (1)] and the evolution equation for ?k [Eqs. (9)]. Equation (19) is
solved subject to the boundary conditions (8J,. /8r)o = 0 and 1f (a) = 0.9] The
terms Sj,Xf, and vj are obtained by evaluating Eqs. (20), (21), and (22) using
the steady-state Fokker-Planck solution of Eq. (14). The constants C, and C. are
adjusted so that the radially integrated RF current (I,.f) from Eqs. (14) and (16a)
agrees with the radially integrated RF current (1,.f) from the diffusion equation
[Eq. (19)]. From the preceding analysis, it can be seen that via the spatial diffusion
of fast electrons it is possible to have a centrally peaked profile of RF current density
(J,.f) although the source of fast electrons and RF current (Sj) is peaked off-axis.
Rather than substituting Jf directly for Jf in Ohm's Law, Eq. (8) is written in
the form
Ell(r, t) = r71 (r, t) [Jl (r, t) - Jr(r, t) + Jrf(r, t - At) - f (r, t - At)] . (23)
Equation (23) is then solved in conjunction with Eqs. (14) and (16a) since Jf =
Jf [Ell (r, t)] is an implicit function of Ell.
We conclude this section with a final point regarding the power density Sd(r)
due to the collisional slowing down of fast electrons. Sinde tail electrons can diffuse




Thus, Sd(r) has the same spatial profile as does Jrf(r). Sd(O) is chosen so the
radially integrated values of Sd(r) and Sd(r) [from Eq. (16b)] agree. Equation (24)
is used only at lower densities where the spatial diffusion of fast electrons is expected
to be important (i. e., LHCD and LH ramp up). At higher densities Eq. (16c) is still
used for Sd(r) (i. e., LHH and sawtooth stabilization) where fast electrons would
be expected to thermalize before they diffuse spatially.
V. Wave Propagation and Absorption
A. Ray Tracing
The wave propagation is treated in the geometrical optics limit using the ray
equations,[31]
dx = 9D D (25a)dt k/--
dk aD 8D
dt= + /9, (25b)
where w, k, and D are taken to be real. Utilizing the Hamiltonian nature of these
equations, [321 they take on a particularly simple form in toroidal geometry where
x = (r,9, 0) and k = (k,, m,n) are the canonically conjugate momenta. Here r is
the minor radial position, 6 is the poloidal angle, 0 is the toroidal angle, k, is the
radial wavenumber, m = rke is the poloidal mode number, n = (R0 + r cos 9 )kp is
the toroidal mode number, and R, is the torus major radius. D(:c, k, w) is the local
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(24)
dispersion relation for LH waves including electromagnetic and thermal effects and
is given by [10,33]
D(x, k, w) = cint + EinI + [(E± + e) - e±)+ 2]ni + EtI[(n - ) _2] = 0,
(26a)
3 2 v 3 W 2 2 V2_iP t_ +v  pe el(6b
22 Ce (26b
e= 1 + (Wp/wce) 2  (WiW)2 , (26c)
el= 1 - (w,,/w)2 - (w, /w) , (26d)
f'Y = Wpe/ (wwce) , (26e)
where the cold plasma dielectric tensor elements of Stix [33] have been evaluated
in the limit C , 2  2 . Here n1 = kic/w, k is the component of k perpen-
dicular to the applied magnetic field, nrl = klic/w, and kl1 = kB B 1. Also v? =
2T1/mj,wpj = (nie2 /E"m 2 )1/2 is the ion plasma frequency, and Wce,i = eB /me,
is the electron (ion) gyro-frequency. The effects of two-dimensional (r - 9) inho-
mogeneities of the tokamak equilibrium are accounted for in the wave propagation
by taking B3 = B(r, 0) so that D = D(r, 0; k,, m, n, w). B3(r, 0) is constructed from
Shafranov's aspect ratio expansion.[10, 34] The parallel Wavenumber will then vary
due to the combined effects of magnetic shear and toroidicity (m variations) [101
since dm/dt oc D/89 is nonzero from Eq. (25b). As shown in Ref. [10], these
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toroidally induced variations in k11 can provide a possible mechanism by which LH
waves injected at high parallel phase velocity [Vll Z 10 x v, and nil I 1.51 can have
their phase velocities decreased. These slower velocity RF waves [v i 3 x v, and
nl _6] can then undergo Landau interaction and generate a significant RF current.
Details of the model toroidal equilibrium used in the ray tracing have been
given in Ref. [10]. Here we only mention that the zero-order cylindrical equilibrium
quantities used in the aspect ratio expansion for B(r,9)[34] are analytic functions
which are fit to the profiles of Be(r), T,(r), T(r), and n, (r) from the transport code.
The analytic fits are
n 0)(r) = (ne- n exp (e,) - exp (nfnr,/a,) + nee, (27a)C exp (En) - 1
T~()= (T,. -TZ.) exp (-EeT 2 /a') - exp(-,Ee) ± e,(27b)
ex -exp(-E ) Z
T(O)(r) = (Ti. - Ta) exp(-eir2 /a') - exp(-ei) + Ti, (27c)
1 - exp(-et)
B (0 (r) = (e/q.) (r/a) B. (27d)
1 + eb (r/a)2
Here n,o, To, and Tio are the central (r = 0) values of electron density, electron
temperature, and ion temperature; ne, Ta, and Ta are the limiter (r = a) val-
ues of electron density, electron temperature, and iori temperature; e = a/R 0
is the inverse aspect ratio of the tokamak, and q is the central value of the
safety factor. Eb is determined from the total plasma current I, and the relation
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B(0 )(a) = p1oI,/(27ra). e., e;, and e,, are determined from the volume averages of
T,(r), Ti(r), and ne(r) calculated in the transport analysis.
B. Wave damping
An evolution equation for the power flowing along the ray path is integrated
simultaneously with the ray equations and has the form
dP= 
-2YP (28a)
I' = Ye + 7 + Yc, (28b)
where the focussing terms in (28a) have been neglected. The damping rate 7, is a
result of quasilinear electron Landau damping and -yi is due to ion Landau damping
(assuming unmagnetized ion orbits). -y, is the nonresonant damping rate which
results from electron-ion Coulomb collisions. -yT is calculated in the weak damping
limit (yr < w) to be [10]
-I = (DD)(xkw) / , (29a)
cg=e,i,c )8
2
D(*) = -ir(m, C)2- (n, +,2 '9F-, (29b)
= 2r12e2, (29c)
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D(c) = e n + _n n, (29d)
n2
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where vij = (2/37rI12 )VoZ,ff.
C. RF Diffusion Coefficient
An expression for the flux surface averaged, quasilinear diffusion coefficient due
to the RF electric fields can be derived [10] by considering an increment of RF power
1 AP(;dge,, k) launched near the plasma edge with initial parallel wavenumber be-
tween k and k +Ak (k± = 0). The RF power is assumed to propagate according
to the ray equations and Eq. (28) in a "tube" of constant cross-section with vary-
ing group velocity. The result for the incremental diffusion coefficient acting on an
electron contained within a volume AV(r) associated with two adjacent magnetic
surfaces is [10, 25]
AD(r,VJJ,k) =27re 2V1 Qn, (30)
fom,2AV(r)n
Qn dtS(w - k nV,,) ,1 ~
w [wD/ (n21 + nI
Note that Eq. (30) has been expressed in MKS units rather than CGS units as done
in Ref. [10]. The summation in Eq. (30) is over the number of transits the wave
packet makes through the volume AV(r), tn is the time the ray enters the volume
and tn + Atn is the time the ray leaves the volume. Finally, AD(r, vil, k 1') must be
summed over sufficiently many wavenumbers ko representing the full range of the
RF power spectrum [35] P(k ), launched at the plasma edge. The result of this
summation process is Df (r, VII).
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It is clear from Eq. (30) that D, (r, vil) is, an implicit function of the quasilinear
electron Landau damping. Therefore the Fokker-Planck relation [Eq. (14)] must be
solved in conjunction with Eq. (30) so that Dr (r, v11) is consistent with the local
wave damping. The procedure for doing this is to first evaluate D,. assuming that
F = F(0 ) is Maxwellian. D(0)= Dr[F(0)] is then used in Eq. (14) to generate
the first approximation to the quasilinear F = F,('). F.(1 ) is used in Eq. (30) to
calculate D(1 = Dr[F']. D is then used in Eq. (30) to generate the second
approximation to the quasilinear F = F, . This process is repeated until the
radially integrated RF current moment does not change during successive iterations.
Fifteen iterations are typically required at the start of the RF pulse with the RF
power being turned on gradually in increments of APi = 0.1 x Pim. Only three to
five iterations are required at subsequent time steps of the transport calculation.
VI. Simulation Model Results:
A. Numerical Details of Model
The transport, poloidal field, current diffusion, and Fokker-Planck calculations
are all performed on a uniform radial grid with spacing Ar, = 0.025 x a. Typical
time step sizes used in the transport code were (0.5 - 2.0) milliseconds (msec).
The steady state distribution function F, (r, v11) is obtained by solving Eq. (14)
using a standard shooting technique.[10] Equation (14) is solved in the region of
RF waves using a parallel velocity grid with nonuniform spacing Av 1 = v 11 An,, /nJJ.
The velocity grid used below the region of RF waves (defined by 0'5 v1 15 c/16.37)
has uniform spacing Av1 = 0.05(c/16.37), i. e., twenty grid intervals. In addition
to the normalization condition on F, given by Eq. (13b), the runaway problem is
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handled by taking F,(r, v1) = 0 at vil = ±oo and restricting dF,/dV11 : 0 for v1 > 0
and dF,/d 11 > 0 for v11 < 0.
The ray equations [Eqs. (25)] are integrated numerically using a predictor-
corrector algorithm [10]. Since the thermal corrections to the LH dispersion relation
have little effect on the ray trajectories in the current drive and electron heating
regimes, it is possible to calculate the ray paths once and store pertinent quantities
along each ray path. Only the wave damping [Eqs. (28)] and D, must be recal-
culated at each time step of the transport code due to changes in T. and F,(r, o; ).
If n.(r) or Be(a) change significantly, it would also be necessary to recalculate the
ray paths. The power spectra used in the Alcator C heating and current drive
experiments [36] are shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). Each spectrum is divided into
fifty intervals or bars of power in the range 1 <1 nl 1 8.37, with a grid spacing of
Ang = 0.044 for 1 <1 ng |: 1.99 and An1 = 0.22 for 1.99 < nj 5 8.37. A single ray
is launched for each An 1 interval, weighted to the appropriate power according to
the calculated power spectrum.
B. Steady State LHCD Results:
Detailed code simulations were carried out for discharges in Alcator C main-
tained purely by LHRF driven currents.[4,14,15] The parameters used were a =
0.165 m, R. = 0.64 m, B0 = 8 T, I, = 140 kA, f, = (3 - 7) x 1019 m- 3 , Zff = 1.5,
hydrogen gas, T,, = (1.3 - 1.8) keV, Ti. = (0.6 - 0.8) keV, Mi = 6, relative wave-
guide phase AO = 90* [Fig. (1(a)], r( = - , r = 5 msec, fo = 4.6 GHz, and
Pi= (0.3 - 1.0) MW. The electron density was a prescribed function n,(r, t) =
(neo - na)(1 - r 2 /a 2 )cn + na where nea = 0.15 x n,O and a, was chosen so
that n,o/ft, = 1.5. The results of these studies are summarized in Tables I-III.
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Before discussing these results we first define certain terms used in these tables.
The confinement times rO and rTOT are given by
oHf WE
Pah'




where the ohmic heating power (Poh), the thermal plasma energy content (WE),
and the electron tail energy (WT) are given by,
Poh = (2ir)2 R0 o Jj El rdr,
WE = (21r) 2 R0 j (n.T. + niTi)rdr,




and ET(r) is given by Eq. (16e). The thermal or kinetic plasma beta is given by
(33)39' (a) = (a) < (nTe + njT) >,
where <> denotes a volume average. The current drive "figure of merit" is taken
to be





Also, PL, Pd, and P,.u are the volume integrated values of electron tail loss [Eq. (16d)],
of power transferred collisionally from the electron tail to the thermal plasma
[Eq. (16c)), and of power lost at the plasma periphery due to collisional damping of
LH waves [Eq. (29d)].
The results in Tables I-III were obtained by first setting Pim to the value used in
the experiment for a given electron density and plasma current. Then r(+) = -)
was adjusted until I,.f ~ I. The multiplier M, was then varied until the values of
T,, and WS in the code simulation agreed with those in the experiment. Finally,
C,:) and C(±) were adjusted to achieve I,.f ~ I,. [That is, the radially integrated
value of diffused RF current density from Eq. (19) was set equal to the radially
integrated value of RF current density from Eqs. (14) and (16a).] As mentioned in
Sec. IV C, typical values of Cvi) and C%') are very close to unity.
Several remarkable features appear in the results of Tables I-IL. First, a con-
stant value of r +) -) = 3 msec was found to reproduce the experimentally
observed values of i in Alcator C, in the range ft, = (3 - 7) x 1019 m- 3 . Further-
more, the values of M, in Table II scale as f,, indicating that X'' is independent
of electron density. [Recall from Eqs. (2b) and (3a) that X, M XTANG and
XANG .c Table III reveals the importance of the wave propagation and
absorption physics when calculating the electron power balance. Although the in-
jected RF power in these cases varied from Pi, = (0.32 -+ 0.95) MW, the actual
power coupled to the thermal plasma was considerably less, Pd = (0.19 - 0.6) MW.
At ft, = 3 x 1019 m- 3 , the power lost due to collisional damping of the LH rays was
small but the electron tail loss was significant with PL ~. 0.3 x Pi,. However, at
= 7 x 101 m 3 , both these losses were comparable with Poll ~ PL ~ 0.15 x Pi,.
The importance of the electron tail energy in the overall power balance is clear from
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Table II where WT ~ WE ~ 1 kJ at ft, = 3 x 1019 cm-3 and as a consequence,
r T OH. If r were calculated ignoring the energy carried in the electron
tail, the confinement time of the RF maintained discharges would be almost con-
stant at (3.5 - 3.7) msec. It can also be seen from Table II that the electron tail
pressure as measured by /TAIL (a), contributes significantly to the total increase in
/3e(a) with 134(a) ~TAIL (a) ~ 0.2 at ffe = 3 x 1019 m 3 .
The electron and ion temperatures of the bulk plasma were close to those of the
RF maintained plasmas, as evidenced by the values of SeK and WE in Tables I and
II. In fact, the central electron temperature decreased slightly during RF injection
at ft, = 3 x 10'9 m- 3 (from 1.6 to 1.5 keV). However at fe = 7 x 1019 m- 3 ,
T,, increased from 1.4 keV to 1.6 keV. The half-width of the electron temperature
profile (,) increased slightly during RF injection with A, = (6.1 -+ 6.5) cm at
fi, < 5.5 x 1019 m- 3 and A, = (6.1 -+ 6.9) cm at ft, = 7 x 1019 m-3 .
We next examine in detail, the results of the simulation model for the low
density case (ft, = 3 x 1019 m~3 ) of Tables I-III. Figure 2(a) is the radial profile of
dissipated RF power density due to electron Landau damping (S,.f) and Fig. 2(b)
is the radial profile of diffused RF current density. Both plots correspond to a time
of 100 msec after the RF has been turned on (t,.). The radially integrated RF
current corresponding to Fig. 2(b) is 1,f = 134 kA with 173 kA of positive RF
current and 39 kA of negative RF current. The effect of diffusing the RF current
density using Eq. (19) is clearly exhibited in Fig. 2(b). Although Sf [and therefore
J,.1 from Eqs. (14) and (16a)} are peaked off-axis at r ~ 2.7 cm, the profile of Jf is
peaked on-axis and is rather flat for 0 <r < 3 cm. This situation does not persist at
higher density as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), where S, (r) and Jf(r) are plotted
for ft, = 7 x 1019 m- 3 . Clearly the effect of spatial diffusion of the RF current
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density has been reduced since the profile of 1 is approaching that of S,.(r) (i.e.,
becoming peaked off-axis). The physical reason for this is that at higher density the
collisional slowing down time of fast electrons is shorter than their spatial diffusion
time scale, -rd - \'/Xf. Thus, fast electrons are thermalized before they can diffuse
spatially.
The radial profiles of T,(r) and E(r) are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) for
the ohmic plasma and for the RF plasma (again at a time which is 100 msec after
trf). As mentioned above, the width A, increases from 6.1 cm to 6.5 cm during RF
injection. From Fig. 4(b) it can be seen that Ell (r) ~ 0 for 0 < r < a, consistent
with the notion that irf ~ I and Jr(r) ~ Jll (r) for steady state LHCD. The value
of Ell (a) for the ohmic plasma corresponds to a loop voltage of VL = 1.4V.
The time dependencies of VL, I,, and If are shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). An
ohmic discharge is evolved for 50 msec and then the RF is turned at t,.1 = 50 msec.
The voltage VoH(t) is programmed so that VOH = 0 for t > t,.. The slight increase
in I [Fig. 5(b)] during the RF pulse is due to the contribution of the voltage VEF(t)
in the boundary condition for 11 (a, t) given by Eq. (6). VEF is small and positive
which causes I. to increase in order to satisfy V11 (a, t) ~ 0 in the plasma.
The electron distribution function at a location corresponding to the maximum
in the RF power deposition of Fig. 2(a), is plotted in Fig. 6 versus the parallel kinetic
energy E = mec2 [n11/(n1 - 1)1/2 - 1], for waves at positive and negative phase
velocities. The endpoints of the plateaus in Fig. 6 are in good agreement with the
limits imposed by wave accessibility [37, 38} [nflacc = 1.258 and E(nljcc) = 322 keV]
and the condition for strong quasilinear electron Landau damping [37] [nleld < 5.7
and E(nljld) >8 keVJ. The radial location (r ~ 2.7 cm) shown in Fig. 6 corresponds
to a local electron temperature of 1.3 keV. In terms of vl!/ve, the plateau extends
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from vi/v. = 2.46 to V2 /Ve = 11.15. At lower energies (E < 20 keV and nl 4.5),
the negative velocity plateau is higher in value than its counterpart for positive vo.
This is not surprising since the injected power spectrum [Fig. 1(a)] is not purely
unidirectional with about 30% of the RF power at -6 < n$ < - 4.
Although the injected RF power at positive vI1 is restricted mostly to ng I$ 2.5,
it is clear from Fig. 6 that some power has been shifted to lower phase velocities, via
toroidally induced increases in the parallel wavenumber (kI1). The physics of these
phase velocity shifts in power (10] can be understood by examining the behavior
of a single ray trajectory, shown in Figs. 7(a)-7(e). The initial value of parallel
refractive index for this ray is n = 1 = 1.594. The poloidal projection of the
ray path is shown in Fig. 7(a) and the normalized position (p/a), poloidal mode
number (m), parallel refractive index (nII), and normalized wave amplitude (PN) are
plotted versus toroidal angle (0) in Figs. 7(b)-7(e). The position p is r + A(r) cos 9
where A(r) is the Shafranov shift.[34] The amplitude PN is based on the quasilinear
electron Landau damping due to the final F, (r, vo ), for v11 > 0 (shown at a single
radius in Fig. 6). There is significant tail damping of the incident ray at high phase
velocity (nII < 1.8 and E 100 keV) for 0 ,$ 4(rad.) < 6, thus maintaining the
quasilinear plateau at high v11. However, nr1 increases to 2.8 - 3.5 after two radial
reflections of the ray near the plasma edge. This causes the remaining RF power
in the wave to be damped at relatively high nl, thus maintaining the plateau at
low phase velocity. Maintenance of the quasilinear plateau is therefore a detailed
balance between LH wave absorption at high vII (which determines the efficiency
of the current drive process) and wave absorption at low vil (which determines the
plateau level, i.e., the electron tail population).
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C. LH Ramp Up Results:
The total toroidal plasma current (I,) can be increased with LHRF injection by
raising the RF power above the level required for steady state current maintenance.
Furthermore, the efficiency of this current ramp up process can be calculated from
the rate at which RF power is converted to poloidal field energy. First consider the
time rate change in the poloidal magnetic field energy (Wn), where W, is defined
as
W = LTI,2,(35a)
and LT = Lst + Li,. is the total plasma inductance. L;nt is given by,
(2rr)2 R0 1 f*Lint = -- rB (r)dr. (35b)
go IP2
Applying the time derivative to Wm and using Eqs. (4),(6), and (35b) yields after
some lengthy, but straightforward algebra
d( LT1) = VEFIp - (27r)2 R,, J11E11rdr. (36)
If the external inductive power input, contributed from the equilibrium field circuit
is identified as PEF = VEFIp, the conversion efficiency can be defined as [16,39]
Wm - PEF Poh
9,el= = ,(37)
where the integral on the RHS of Eq. (36) has been identified as the ohmic heating
power. Since 7,1 will in general vary with time we prefer to work with its time
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averaged value (7,I) where
1 fti+Atwi
1e = + t 7e i(t)dt. (37b)At,.1 fi,.
In this section we present simulation results (Table IV) of LH ramp up experi-
ments in Alcator C.[16] The parameters used were identical to those of the previous
section except that Zeff = 1.5 - 3.0 , At,f = 150 msec, rz, = (1 - 3) x 1019M-3,
and Pi, 0.5 MW. The results in Table IV were obtained by setting Pi, to a level
of two to three times the RF power required for steady state current maintenance.
Then r6+) and r6~ were adjusted to achieve the experimentally measured 5eL. The
most outstanding feature of these results is that r,~- had to be decreased from 3
msec to 0.5 msec to achieve an increase in il as i, was lowered from 3 x 1019 m-3
to 1 x 1019 m-3 . -) were to remain at 3 msec as i, was lowered, a significant
negative RF current would be generated, thus reducing I. This enhanced negative
RF current generation occurs for two reasons. First, the tendency of the negative
DC electric field to enhance F,(r, vll) over its Maxwellian value (at vll < 0) is more
pronounced at lower electron density (since the electric field necessary to generate
runaway electrons is reduced). Second, a significant fraction (~ 30%) of the inci-
dent RF power is launched at -6 < nj 2 - 4, so that a plateau at v11 < 0, can
be maintained at a relatively high value, especially at lower energy (E 2< 20 keV).
One way to reduce this enhanced negative RF current in the simulation model is
to degrade lr ~. To demonstrate how the effect of the negative DC electric field
becomes more pronounced as Tz, is reduced, we have given the values of Vph/v,
in Table IV. Here the runaway velocity is v, = {n e3 A/(4ireimE 0 )1/ 2 , where
E, =1 El (r = 0) |, and v, is evaluated at the plasma center since this is where fast
electrons are expected to be concentrated. A value of Vph = c/ < nl >: 0.2 x c is
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used since the average njj of waves at vjj < 0 is < n >~ 5. As n, is reduced from
3 x 10 19 M 3 to 1 x 1019 m- 3, h/v, increases from 0.25 to 0.65, indicating that
RF waves at voj < 0 are interacting with electrons closer to the runaway velocity at
lower electron density. It is important to remember however, that for the density
range in Table IV and for the RF power spectrum launched in the experiment, one
does not expect a reverse runaway tail of electrons to be produced since vph/v,. < 1.
To illustrate the points made above, we show results of the simulation model
in Figs. 8-10 for the fi. = 1 x 1019 m- 3 case in Table IV. The RF current density
in Fig. 8(a) is somewhat hollow on-axis. However, the RF deposition profile (not
shown) is peaked at r ~ 5 cm, so that fast electrons have diffused inward an
appreciable distance. The radially integrated current in Fig. 8(a) is Irf = 170 kA
with 222 kA of positive RF current and 52 kA of negative RF current. Figure 8(b)
indicates the electric field on-axis is -0.1 V/m during the RF pulse. Note that the
ohmic electric field in Fig. 8(b) is changing with radius because VOH was set to zero
at t = trf - 30 msec, (so that I would be decreasing before the RF was turned on).
Both RF plots in Fig. 8 correspond to a time of 150 msec after the RF turn-on.
Figures 9(a)-9(c) show VL, Ip,If, and il as a function of time. The initial
ramp rate in Fig. 9(b) is large with I4 - 900 kA/sec for trf t < tf +10 msec. This
is due to a significant positive contribution to the boundary condition on V1 (a, t) [see
Eq. (6)] from VEF as the electron tail is populated and T9AIL increases. However,
this effect subsides after the initial turn on time of the tail (r) and when averaged
over the entire pulse length, I4 ~ 314 kA/sec. The conversion efficiency shown in
Fig. 9(c) has a time averaged value of et :e 0.14. The sudden changes in the plots
shown in Fig. 9 are a numerical artifact due to the ray paths being recalculated at
regular intevals (each time I changes by 5 kA during the first 30 msec of the RF
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pulse).
Finally, we plot the distribution function for this case in Fig. 10, corresponding
to a radial location of 4.95 cm (the maximum in the RF power deposition). It is
interesting to compare the distribution functions for vi < 0 in Figs. 6 and 10. The
effect of the negative DC electric field is clear in Fig. 10, where the plateau at El20
keV is about a factor of five higher than in Fig. 6. This feature persists even out to
higher energies, E 2< 100 keV.
D. Lower Hybrid Heating Results:
The simulation model has also been used to analyze the results of high power
electron Landau heating experiments in Alcator C.(7,81 The parameters used were
a = 0.165, RO = 0.64m, BO = 5.5T, I, = 256kA, fe = 1.4 X 102 0 m-3 , Zef = 1.5,
deuterium gas, Mi = 2, relative waveguide phase of 1800 [Fig. 1(b)], 7L =
76 -,7W = 14 msec, fo = 4.6 GHz, Atrf = 130 msec, and Pi, = 1.0 MW.
The electron density was taken to be n.(r, t) = (ne, - n,)(1 - r2 /a 2 )o'n + nea,
where n,a = 0.15 x n,, = 1.27. The voltage VoH(t) was programmed so that I, = 0
during the ohmic and RF pulses.
The power balance results for this case can be summarized as follows. A value
of M, = 2.3 was chosen so that the code results for T,,, Ti, and WE matched
those of the experiment for the same injected RF power. The central T, rise was
AT,o = 0.56 keV from an initial value of T,, = 1.27 keV and the central Ti rise
was ATi, = 0.25 keV from an initial value of Tia = 0.86 keV. The energy carried
by the electron tail is small relative to the thermal plasma energy with WT = 0.19
kJ and WE = (8.6 -+ 11.3) kJ. The electron tail loss is negligible with PL = 0.05
MW. However, the power lost due to collisional damping of LH ray trajectories at
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the plasma periphery is significant with Pc0 1 = 0.27 MW. The ohmic confinement
time for this case is TOH = 19.2 msec and the confinement time during RF injection
is rTOT = 8.7 msec [where r = (WE + WT)/(Pos + Pi,) and Poh is the ohmic
heating power during RF injection]. It is instructive to compare the magnitude of
X, used for the LH heating simulation with the magnitude of X, used in the LH
current driven discharges of Sec. VI B. From Eqs. 2(b) and (3) we see that X, at
the plasma center is given by
C M1.6 x 104 aB0gZ 0 2
Xeo=-:Me C eff (38)
neo R,-9 q0.6
where Xeo = Xeo(cm 2 /sec) and the other quantities are expressed in the same units
as given after Eq. (3). If Eq. (38) is evaluated for the LH current driven discharges
in the range 3 x 1019 m~3 < l, < 7 x 10 19 m- 3, one obtains Xeo :: 3.1 x 10 3 cm 2 /sec.
For the LH heated discharge, Eq. (38) yields Xo = 4.4 x 103 cm 2 /sec. Thus the
magnitude of Xo at the plasma center is about 40% higher in the heating case at
higher densities than in the cases with LHCD.
The ohmic and RF profiles of electron temperature are plotted in Fig. 11(a).
The RF profile corresponds to 100 msec after the RF is turned on. The half-width
for T,(r) actually,decreases during RF injection from A, = 8.9 cm to A, = 8.6 cm.
The loop voltage decreased from 1.75 V to 1.15 V. The radial profile of RF power
deposition (at a time of trf + 100 msec) is shown in Fig. 11(b). The collisional
absorption near r = a is apparent with P,011 = 0.27 MW. The remaining RF power
is absorbed via quasilinear electron Landau damping at 0 5 r 25 7 cm. Figure 11(c)
is the electron distribution function at a radial location 'of 4.54 cm (corresponding
to the maximum in the RF deposition profile), plotted as a function of parallel
kinetic energy. The narrow velocity extent of the plateaus in Fig. 11(c) is due to
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the better defined RF power spectrum for the heating phasing (AO = 1800) and is
to be contrasted to the relatively wide plateaus found in the current drive and ramp
up simulations (Figs. 6 and 10). The plateaus for v11 > 0 and v11 < 0 are nearly
symmetric because of the bi-directional nature of the injected RF spectrum. In fact
a small positive RF current (- 20 kA) is generated because of the slight asymmetry
in F,(r,vlv) caused by the DC electric field drift. The endpoints of the plateaus
in Fig. 11(c) are in good agreement with the limit imposed by wave accessibility
[nlGcc = 1.97 and E(nisacc) = 82 keV] and the condition for strong quasilinear
electron Landau damping [nld -< 5.7 and E(ne1d) 8 keV]. In terms of vij/v,, the
plateau extent is from vi/v, = 2.29 to V2/Ve = 6.63.
E. LHRF Sawtooth Stabilization Results
The current drive simulation model has been used to analyze LHRF sawtooth
stabilization experiments performed on Alcator C. 7 Experimentally, sawteeth were
found to be stablilized in discharges at n, 1.1x 10 2 0 m- and BO ; 6.0 T, by inject-
ing RF power using a "current drive" waveguide phasing (AO = +90*). Futhermore,
complete stabilzation was only achieved for a certain range of injected RF powers,
0.5 MW e P ,, .$ 0.9 MW. Also, sawteeth were not observed to be stabilized using
an "anti-current drive" (AO = -90*) phasing or a "heating" phasing (A4 = 180*).
By simulating these experiments, we shall show here that the resulting profiles of
q,.. and J11 yield profiles of q which are expected to be stable to the m = 1 mode.
The parameters used in these numerical studies were a = 0.165 m, R. = 0.64 m,
BO = 6.2 T, I, = 260 kA, fe = 1.1 x 102 0 m- 3 , neo/fie= 1.2 7 ,nea = 0.15 x neo,
hydrogen gas, Mi = 6, relative waveguide phase AO = ±90*, r) = r Y 1
7.5 msec, fo = 4.6 GHz, Atf = 130 msec, and Pin = (0.4 - 1.4) MW. The electron
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density was the same prescribed function used in the previous subsections. The
voltage VoH (t) was programmed so that 4 = 0 (discharge was maintained at
constant current).
An example for which sawtooth stabilization was achieved with AO = +900
and Pi,, = 0.6 MW is shown in Figure 12. A value of M = 1.35 resulted in an
increase in T.o from 1.3 keV to 1.75 keV and an increase in Tio from 0.86 keV to
1.12 keV. The corresponding plasma loop voltage decreased from 1.62 V to 1.01 V.
The net RF current in this case was I,. = 33 kA - 0.1 x Ip, with 54 kA of positive
RF current and 21 kA of negative current. The radial profiles of i,.f, J11, and q are
plotted in Figures 12(a) - 12(c). The ohmic plasma should be unstable to the m=1
mode since q(0) < 1 [Fig. 12(c)]. The radial position where q(r) = 1 is r = ri = 1.6
cm for the ohmic plasma.
The profiles for the RF plasma are plotted at tf + 3 msec and t,.f + 90 msec.
The profiles at trf + 3 msec are representative of the first (10 - 15) msec during RF
injection in that q(r) > 1 for 0 < r < a [see Figure 12(c)]. Initially a positive RF
current density is generated at r ~ 2 cm resulting in an increase in J11 at that point.
The current density on-axis tends to decrease in order to conserve current, resulting
in q(0) > 1. At later times, t > t,f + 15 msec, the parallel electric field (which is
initially depressed at 0 < r 2 4 cm, due to the localized RF current generation
at that point), tends to increase on-axis, as it diffuses radially outward. J1 (0)
increases in response to this diffusion. However, a "shoulder" or flattened region is
still maintained on Ji, at 2 cm 2< r < 4 cm due to a positive RF current generation
which is now localized radially in that region. This current pedestal or shoulder is
also maintained to a lesser degree by a negative RF current density generated at
7 cm < r ,10 cm due to waves launched at -6 < nl < - 4 in the injected Brambilla
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spectrum. These high nII waves tend to be absorbed far off axis and reduce J11 at
that point. J11 then increases somewhat at r < a/2 in response to this reduction at
r > a/2, in order to conserve the total current. The resulting profiles of q(r) [Figure
12(c)] tend to be flat just outside of the radial position r', where q(r') = 1 for the
RF plasma with r' : 1.3 cm and q(O) = 0.97. As already mentioned, according
to the numerical predictions of resistive and fully toroidal MHD codes [18], q(r)
profiles with q(O) < 1 and dq(r)/dr :::: 0 near ri' have been found to be stable to the
m = 1 mode. One point of disagreement between the present code results and the
MHD code predictions is that q(r) is flattened at r . r' in the LHCD code results,
whereas the MHD code predictions [18] indicate that this flattening should occur
at r , ri.
An interesting aspect of the Alcator C experiment which is explained by the
model results in Figure 12 is the increase in the internal inductance (1i) observed
during stabilization (AO = +900). For the case in Figure 12, 4i/2 increased from
0.64 to 0.74 during RF injection. This increase in 1i is due to the pedestal in the
J, profile near the q(r) = 1 surface and due to the reduction in current density at
r 2 8 cm. Finally we note that the bulk plasma energy increased from 7.45 kJ to
9.96 kJ during the RF pulse and )3' increased from 0.35 to 0.47. The contribution
to 39 from energy stored in the electron tail is small with WT = 0.23 kJ and
,3TAIL(a) = 0.013. Also the electron tail and collisional losses were small with
PL = 0.08 MW and Pc0 u = 0.06 MW.
Simulation results obtained with "anti-current drive" phasing (AO = -90*)
and Pi, = 0.6 MW are shown in Figure 13. Stabilization would not be expected in
this case since q(0) < 1 and there is no evidence of a flattening of q(r) near r' [see
Figure 13(c)]. A significant, negative RF current is generated initially at 2 cmd r$4
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cm and then later (t, + 90 msec) at 3 cm .5 r -< 7 cm [Figure 13(a)). This tends to
reduce J11 at (2 - 6) cm, causing J11 on-axis to remain near its ohmic value in order
to conserve total current [see Figure 13(b)]. The resulting q(r) profile has q(0) < 1
during the entire RF pulse and clearly no flattening of q(r) can occur near the
q(r) = 1 surface. The RF power in the injected spectrum, at high nI (4< ng I<_ 6),
is now launched in the "current-drive" direction and damps at 7 cm .< r 2< 10 cm,
generating a positive RF current in that region. The profile for J1 is then broader
at r > a/2, leading to a slight decrease in l;/2 from 0.65 to 0.63.
For the case in Figure 13, To increased from 1.3 keV to 2.05 keV and the
corresponding plasma loop voltage decreased from 1.62 V to 0.82 V. Ti, increased
from 0.86 keV to 1.18 keV. The net RF current was -9 kA, with 25 kA of positive
RF current and 34 kA of negative RF current. Again the change in )3e was mostly
in 3, which increased from 0.35 to 0.59, with WB rising from 7.45 kJ to 12.7 kJ.
The energy carried by the electron tail was 0.17 kJ and /3TAIL(a) = 0.01. The tail
loss was somewhat higher for this phasing with PL = 0.12 MW and the collisional
absorption was again small with PcoU = 0.04 MW.
At RF powers of Pi, < 0.5 MW, it is found that the RF current density
generation off-axis near the q = 1 surface is not large enough to either reduce J1 (0)
and raise q(0) above unity or to create a pedestal on J1 near r', and therefore reduce
dq(r)/dr at that point. Consequently sawtooth stabilization would not be expected
at Pi, < 0.5 MW, in agreement with experiment.[7] At higher RF powers (Pi, 25 1.3
MW), stable current and q profiles continue to be found with q(r) > 1 for 0 < r < a,
during the entire RF pulse. This is only in partial agreement with experiment [7]
where sawteeth were observed to be completely stabilized only up to RF powers of
P, 5 0.85 MW and then were found to recur after a few tens of milliseconds into
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the RF pulse at Pi, Z>0.9 MW. Code results do indicate however, that at Pi" > 1.4
MW, enough RF current is generated off-axis (1,.f 2: 75kA) so that (10 - 15) msec
after the RF is turned on, a q profile develops in which the q = 1 surface occurs at
two radial locations, with q(0) > 1 and the minimum value of q = qmi, < 1. This
type of q profile should be unstable.
VIII. Summary and Conclusions
In this paper we have described a simulation model for LH current drive and
heating. The model consists of a toroidal ray tracing calculation including multi-
ple radial reflections of LH ray trajectories and a parallel velocity Fokker Planck
calculation which includes the DC electric field and an arbitrary perpendicular ve-
locity temperature due to pitch-angle scattering. The effect of finite electron tail
confinement is modelled by a phenomenological loss of the form [17 rL( = r -Y,
in the Fokker Planck calculation. The radial transport of fast electrons is described
by a model diffusion equation for the suprathermal RF current density. The source
term, diffusion coefficient, and current destruction rate for this equation are esti-
mated from the steady state Fokker Planck solution [Equation (14)]. A system of
1 - D radial transport equations and an evolution equation for -0 (the poloidal flux
function) are then solved in conjunction with the Fokker Planck and wave propa-
gation codes. The electron tail confinement parameter r6a is fixed in the steady
state LHCD by the requirement that If = I,, given some value of injected RF
power (Pi,). [The value of r6( is not important at high density since r > r,
i.e., electrons thermalize rapidly.] The magnitude of X, for the RF plasma is then
adjusted to obtain the experimentally measured values of WB and T. It is there-
fore possible to determine the magnitude of the electron thermal transport during
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LHCD and LHH which is consistent with both the theoretically predicted wave
propagation/absorption and the experimentally measured stored energy and elec-
tron temperature.
Modelling of discharges maintained only by LH driven current at I, = 140
kA, 3 x 1019 m 3 < , 7 x 1013 m 3 , and Pi, = (0.3 - 1.0) MW, indicates that
the experimental temperatures and stored energy are consistent with a X, whose
magnitude is independent of n,. The required value of RF current (I,.y = 140 kA)
is found to be accurately predicted by taking r = r = 3 msec throughout this
density range. At ft, < 3 x 1019 M-3, the resulting electron tail loss is significant
with PL .< 0.3 x Pi?, whereas PL ~ 0.15 x Pi, at ft, = 7 x 1019 m-3. The energy
stored in the electron tail is significant at ft, < 3 x 10 1 9 m-3 with WT WE ~ 1
kJ. However at f, = 7 x 1019 m-3, WT is reduced relative to WE with WT ~
0.3 x WE. Because about 30% of the RF power is launched with nr < 0 [Figure 1(a)],
negative RF current generation was found to be significant in these cases with P()
~ (0.2 - 0.3) x f . As in previous work [10] it was found that toroidally induced
increases in k1 were sufficiently large so as to allow injected waves at high parallel
phase velocity (n11 < 1.5) to interact with electrons at (2 - 3) x v. (n11 Z 5), and
thus populate the electron tail. Waves at nl < 1.5 were then able to Landau damp
thus maintaining the electron plateau at high parallel phase velocity. The diffusion
of fast electrons was an important effect at il, -< 3 x 1019 m- 3 where centrally
peaked profiles of "diffused" RF current density (4f) were found, although the
RF deposition profiles were peaked off-axis at r :-_ 0.25 x a [see Figures 2(a) and
2(b)]. At high density (A, > 7 x 1019 m- 3 ) the diffusion of fast electrons was less
of an effect because the electrons thermalized rapidly before spatially diffusing an
appreciable distance. In this case the profiles of 4f and Sf were similar.
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The modelling of LH ramp up experiments in Alcator C indicated that in order
to reproduce the experimentally measured values of conversion efficiency (.,e) it was
necessary to minimize the increase in negative RF current generation which occurred
as f, was lowered from 3 x 1019 m- 3 to 1 x 1019 m-3. This was accomplished by
decreasing (- from 3 msec to 0.5 msec, resulting in an increase in ,7e from 0.05 to
0.135. The need to reduce r( is an uncertain point in the LH ramp up simulation
since there are really no convincing experimental or theoretical reasons for doing
this. It is worth pointing out however, that a similar assumption was made in
Ref. [39] where the reverse runaway electrons were not confined at all in order to
predict a ramp up efficiency in agreement with the PLT experiment.
Modelling results for LH heated discharges in Alcator C (73, at n, Z 1.4 x
1020 m- 3 and BO > 6 T, indicate the importance of the power lost due to collisional
damping of the injected LH waves at the plasma periphery, with Po i - 0.3 x Pi,.
The energy stored in the electron tail and the power lost due to finite electron
tail confinement were both negligible at this density. In addition, the extent of
the plateau in the electron distribution function for LHH was found to be narrow
relative to the velocity extent of the electron tails in LHCD and LH ramp up
[compare Figs. (6), (10), and 11(c)]. The magnitude of x, necessary to match the
experimentally measured values of stored energy and Tea was about 40% higher
than the value required in the LH current driven discharges.
Finally, the simulation model was applied to LHRF sawtooth stabilization ex-
periments in Alcator C. Code results indicated that for AO = 90* and Pi,, Z 0.6
MW, a pedestal or "shoulder" was formed on the J11 profile near the q = 1 surface,
due to localized, positive RF current generation at that point. At RF powers of 0.6
MW I< P, < 0.75 MW, this current pedestal resulted in q(r) > 1 for 0 < r < a
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for the first (10 - 15) msec of RF injection. At t tf + 15 msec, the "shoulder" in
J11 (r) resulted in a flattening of q near the q = 1 surface with q(0) < 1. This type
of q profile is possibly stable to the m = 1 mode according to the predictions [18]
of resistive and fully toroidal MHD codes. At RF powers of 0.75 MW 25 Pi, 25 1.3
MW it was found that q(r) > 1 for 0 < r < a, throughout the RF pulse. At
Pi, 1.4 MW, enough RF current is generated to create a q profile with the q = 1
surface occurring at two radial locations in the plasma (i.e., qmi, < 1 and q(0) > 1].
This occurs about (10 - 20) msec after the RF is turned on and might provide a
qualitative explanation of why sawteeth recur in the experiment at high RF power
and a few tens of milliseconds into the RF pulse. However, the RF power at which
this is found in the code (Pin Z 1.4 MW) is higher than the threshold observed in
the experiment (Pi, Z 0.90 MW). At Pin < 0.6 MW the RF current generation is
not large enough to create a current pedestal that would result in a stable q profile.
This power threshold for stabilization is in good agreement with experiment. For
an "anti-current drive" phasing (AO = -90*), q profiles are always found to have
q(0) < 1 and q monotically increasing with r. The negative RF current generation
near the q = 1 surface does not create a pedestal in the current density profile but
rather tends to cause some peaking in J1. Thus the simulation model predicts pro-
files for J11 and q which are qualitatively in agreement with the results of sawtooth
stabilization experiments in Alcator C.
In conclusion, a detailed simulation model for LHCD and LHH has been used to
analyze the results of LHRF experiments in Alcator C. Such a model, when carefully
applied, can provide valuable insight into the physics of LH wave propagation,
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Figure 1. Four waveguide, RF power spectra for Alcator C. (a) Relative waveguide phase
AO= 90*. (b) AO = 180*. (From Ref. [36])
Figure 2. LHCD model results for Alcator C parameters of Sec. VI B (ft = 3 x 1019 m-3
and Pi, = 0.32 MW). (a) Radial profile of RF power density. (b) Radial profile
of diffused RF current density. Profiles correspond to a time of tf = 100 msec
where t,.1 is the RF turn-on time.
Figure 3. LHCD model results for Alcator C parameters of Sec. VI B (ii = 3 x 1019 M-3
and Pi, = 0.95 MW). (a) Radial profile of RF power density. (b) Radial profile
of diffused RF current density. Profiles correspond to a time of trf + 100 msec,
where t, is the RF turn-on time.
Figure 4. LHCD model results for Alcator C parameters of Sec. VI B (f, = 3 x 1019 m-3
and Pi, = 0.32 MW). (a) Radial profiles of electron temperature. (b) Radial
profiles of parallel electric field. Curves labelled OH and T1 refer respectively
to times of t,.f - 5 msec and tf + 100msec, where tf is the RF turn-on time.
Figure 5. LHCD model results for Alcator C parameters of Sec. VI B (5, = 3 x 1019 m-3
and Pi, = 0.32 MW). (a) Time behavior of plasma loop voltage. (b) Time
behavior of total plasma current (I) and radially integrated RF current (I7f).
Figure 6. LHCD model results for Alcator C parameters of Sec. VI B (ji, = 3 x 1019 m-3
and Pi, = 0.32 MW). Electron distribution function at a radial location r =
2.89 cm versus parallel kinetic energy.
Figure 7. Ray trajectory for LHCD model example of Sec. VI B (f, = 3 X 1019 m-3
and Pi, = 0.32 MW). (a) Projection of the ray trajectory in the poloidal
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cross-section of the tokamak. (b) Variation in p/a versus toroidal angle (0).
(c) Variation in the poloidal mode number (m) versus toroidal angle (0). (d)
Variation in parallel refractive index (nil) versus toroidal angle (4). Initially
nil = 1.594. (e) Normalized wave amplitude (PN) that results from damping
on quasilinear electron distribution (nil > 0), versus toroidal angle (4).
Figure 8. LH ramp up model results for Alcator C parameters of Sec. VI C (i, = 1 x
1019 m- 3 and Pi, = 0.4 MW). (a) Radial profile of diffused RF current density.
(b) Radial profile of parallel electric field. Curves labelled OH and T1 refer
respectively to times of tf - 5 msec and tf + 150 msec, where t,f is the RF
turn-on time.
Figure 9. LH ramp up model results for Alcator C parameters of Sec. VI C (x = 1 x
1019 M- 3 and Pi, = 0.4 MW). (a) Time behavior of plasma loop voltage. (b)
Time behavior of total plasma current (I,) and radially integrated RF current
(1,f). (c) Time behavior of conversion efficiency (ili).
Figure 10. LH ramp up model results for Alcator C parameters of Sec. VI C (T,=
1 x 10 19 m-3 and Pi, = 0.4 MW). Electron distribution function at a radial
location r = 4.95 cm versus parallel kinetic energy.
Figure 11. LHH model results for Alcator C parameters of Sec. VI D (j', = 1.4 x 1020 m- 3 ,
B4 = 5.5 T, and Pi, = 1.0 MW). (a) Radial profiles of electron temperature.
(b) Radial profile of RF power density. Curves labelled OH and T refer re-
spectively to times of tf - 5 msec and tf + 100 msec, where tf is the RF
turn-on time. (c) Electron distribution function at a radial location r = 4.54
cm versus parallel kinetic energy.
Figure 12. LHRF sawtooth stabilization model results for Alcator C parameters of Sec. VI E
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(-, = 1.1 x 1020 M-3, Bk = 6.2 T, A0 = +90*, and Pi,, = 0.6 MW). (a) Radial
profiles of diffused RF current density. (b) Radial profiles of toroidal current
density. (c) Radial profiles of the safety factor for 0 < r < 5 cm. Curves la-
belled OH, T 1, and T2 refer respectively to times of tf - 5 msec, trf + 3 msec,
and tf + 90 msec, where tf is the RF turn-on time.
LHRF sawtooth stabilization model results for Alcator C parameters of Sec.
VI E (fi, = 1.1 x 1020 m-3, BO = 6.2 T, AO = -90*, and Pi, = 0.6 MW). (a)
Radial profiles of diffused RF current density. (b) Radial profiles of toroidal
current density. (c) Radial profiles of the safety factor for 0 < r < 5 cm. Curves
labelled OH, T1 , and T2 refer respectively to times of trf -5 msec, trf + 3 msec,
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